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Conveyance Letter 
 
March 25, 2021 
 
Senator David Monson, Chair 
Senate Appropriations Committee – Education & Environment Division 
State Capitol 
600 E Boulevard Ave 
Bismarck, ND 58505 
 
 
Dear Chair Monson and members of the Committee: 
 
During the committee work on HB 2030 on March 23, 2021, you requested the NDUS Compliance 
Officer review NDSU’s contract with Planned Parenthood through Subaward #FAR0033987. The 
request was to determine if this contract violates ND state law, specifically N.D.C.C. chapter 14-02.3, 
and to determine if NDSU’s legal counsel had previously reviewed this relationship in regard to this law. 
The results of my review are presented in the attached Executive Summary and the following detailed 
background and analysis.  
 
Inquiries or comments relating to this engagement may be directed to me at (701) 224-2405. I wish to 
thank President Bresciani for the prompt and courteous cooperation and assistance offered during the 
engagement. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 

 
 
Karol K Riedman, MPA, CPA, CIA, CEEP 
NDUS Chief Compliance Officer 
 
 
Cc:  Mark Hagerott, NDUS Chancellor 
 Dean Bresciani, NDSU President 
 Tammy Dolan, NDUS Vice-President for Administrative Affairs 
  
  

NDUS Compliance Office 
1700 Schafer St #222  
Bismarck, ND 58501 

Phone: 701-224-2405 
Email: karol.riedman@ndus.edu 
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Executive Summary 
 
 
North Dakota State University (NDSU) is the recipient of the Department of Health and Human 
Services Administration for Children and Families (DHHS-ACF) Award No. 90AK0058-06-00 for the 
“PREP: Making Healthy Choices” project. The current award period is from September 30, 2015 
through September 29, 2021. The current year award is $250,000, of which $172,613 is budgeted for 
a subaward, which was awarded to Planned Parenthood Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota 
(Planned Parenthood) through Subaward #FAR0033987 (Contract). On March 23, 2021, the Senate 
Appropriations Committee – Education and Environmental Division (the Committee) requested a 
compliance review by this office to determine if this subaward is in compliance with N.D.C.C. 14-02.3, 
because Planned Parenthood performs and/or promotes the performance of abortions outside the 
State of North Dakota. 1 The Committee also requested that this office verify whether there had been 
legal reviews of the program in relation to N.D.C.C. 14-02.3 and other relevant sections of the North 
Dakota Century Code.  
 
Resources used for this review include the most current grant application, the DHHS-ACF grant 
award notice, the DHHS-ACF grant guidance, the subaward contract between NDSU and Planned 
Parenthood, records of payments made to Planned Parenthood under this contract, and memos 
regarding past legal reviews, as well as the contents and summation of the three curricula used in the 
program. NDSU provided these documents. In addition, I reviewed N.D.C.C. 14-02.3 and the North 
Dakota Attorney General Letter Opinion 2013-L-02, which concluded that the Eighth Circuit Court of 
Appeals 1981 decision in Valley Family Planning v. State of N.D. completely invalidated N.D.C.C. 14-
02.3-02. 
 
1. Does the grant and subaward contract violate state law and policy regarding 

abortion, specifically N.D.C.C. 14-02.3? 
 

The request from the Committee sought a review of the grant and subaward’s compliance with state 
law and policy regarding abortion and related sections. In order to respond to this request, this 
summary and report will address each relevant section in turn. For ease of review, the code sections 
in question are reproduced below, with analysis following each section in italics. 

 
 

 
14-02.3-01. State policy on abortion and childbirth - Use of public funds restricted.  
1.  Between normal childbirth and abortion, it is the policy of the state of North Dakota that 

normal childbirth is to be given preference, encouragement, and support by law and by state 
action, it being in the best interests of the well-being and common good of North Dakota 
citizens. 

 
Paragraph 14-02.3-01(1) sets forth the policy of the State of North Dakota to prefer normal childbirth 
over abortion. With that policy in mind, the focus of the PREP: Making Health Choices program and 

1 For the purposes of this report, I have assumed that the Planned Parenthood entity which received the 
subaward from NDSU is the same Planned Parenthood entity that performs abortions in other states. I have not 
received information which would substantiate this statement.  
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curricula is the prevention of pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections. The program summaries 
indicate that the program does not include references to or comparisons between the relative merits 
of normal childbirth and abortion. As a result, my initial review does not include an analysis of the 
preference, encouragement, or support of normal childbirth compared to abortion in this program. It 
does not appear that the PREP: Making Healthy Choices program and curricula contravene the state 
policy as set forth in this section. 
 
The subaward contract is not in violation of this paragraph.  
 
 
2.  An agency of this state may not produce, distribute, publish, disseminate, endorse, or approve 

materials of any type that, between normal childbirth and abortion, do not give preference, 
encouragement, and support to normal childbirth. An agency of the state may not fund, 
endorse, or support any program that, between normal childbirth and abortion, does not give 
preference, encouragement, and support to normal childbirth. 

 
This paragraph prohibits state agencies from producing materials that, where normal childbirth and 
abortion are concerned, do not favor normal childbirth over abortion. The focus of the PREP: Making 
Health Choices program and curricula is prevention of pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections. 
The curricula summary indicates that the program, as taught in North Dakota, does not include 
references to or comparisons between normal childbirth and abortion. Review of the complete 
curriculum is in process and may confirm or refute this statement.  
 
One of the three curricula in use as part of the PREP: Making Healthy Choices program is a standard 
nation-wide curriculum that includes a lesson entitled “Pregnancy Options,” which refers to and 
discusses abortion and natural childbirth. This lesson is required by the state of California. However, 
according to NDSU and Planned Parenthood program representatives, this lesson is not included in 
the North Dakota PREP: Making Healthy Choices program, so the “Pregnancy Options” lesson is 
outside the scope of my review. As a result, because the PREP: Making Healthy Choices program, as 
taught in the state of North Dakota does not appear to reference or compare normal childbirth and 
abortion, my review did not include an analysis of the relative preference, encouragement and support 
given to normal childbirth and abortion in the program. 
 
Preliminary finding: The subaward contract likely does not violate this paragraph. 
 
 
3.  No funds of this state or any agency, county, municipality, or any other subdivision thereof and 

no federal funds passing through the state treasury or a state agency may be used to pay for the 
performance, or for promoting the performance, of an abortion unless the abortion is necessary 
to prevent the death of the woman. 

 
This paragraph provides that neither state funds, nor federal funds that pass through state agencies, 
may fund the performance of abortions or promote the same. As the PREP: Making Healthy Choices 
program does not involve funding the performance of abortions, the only relevant question posed by 
this paragraph is whether the subaward contract “promot[es] the performance” of an abortion. 
According to Black’s Law Dictionary, 8th ed., to “promote” means “to encourage or incite.” Based on 
my review of the program summary, the PREP: Making Healthy Choices program does not discuss or 
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assign a value judgment to the performance of abortion, and thereby does not encourage or incite the 
performance of an abortion.  
 
As noted above, a review of the complete curricula is ongoing, and may change the outcome of this 
preliminary finding. 
 
Preliminary finding: The subaward contract is not in violation of this paragraph. 
 
 
14-02.3-02. Use of public funds for family planning - Use for the performance, referral, and 
encouragement of abortion prohibited.  
No funds of this state or any agency, county, municipality, or any other subdivision thereof and no 
federal funds passing through the state treasury or a state agency may be used as family planning funds 
by any person or public or private agency which performs, refers, or encourages abortion.  
 
This section was specifically ruled unconstitutional in 1981 by the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Valley Family Planning v. State of N.D., 661 F.2d 99 (8th Cir. 1981). Subsequently, a question arose 
regarding whether this section could be applied notwithstanding this decision, and the NDUS sought 
an opinion from the North Dakota Attorney General in 2013. In Letter Opinion 2013-l-02, Attorney 
General Stenehjem determined the decision rendered in Valley Family Planning completely 
invalidated N.D.C.C. 14-02.3-02. Therefore, my review does not evaluate whether the PREP: Making 
Healthy Choices program and related subaward contract complies with this section.  
 
 
14-02.3-03. Payment for abortions by health insurance policies delivered or issued in North 
Dakota restricted.  
No health insurance contracts, plans, or policies delivered or issued for delivery in this state may 
provide coverage for abortions, including the elimination of one or more unborn children in a 
multifetal pregnancy, except by an optional rider for which there must be paid an additional premium. 
Provided, however, that this section does not apply to the performance of an abortion necessary to 
prevent the death of the woman.  
 
This paragraph regarding health insurance policy payments for abortions is not applicable to the 
requested compliance review. 
 
 
14-02.3-04. Abortion in government hospitals operated within North Dakota restricted.  
No person may authorize or perform an abortion in a hospital owned, maintained, or operated within 
the state by the state or any of its agencies or by any political subdivision of the state, unless the 
abortion is necessary to prevent the death of the woman. 
 
This paragraph regarding abortions in government hospitals within North Dakota is not applicable to 
the requested compliance review. 
 
14-02.3-05. Penalty.  
Any person found guilty of violating this chapter is guilty of a class B misdemeanor. 
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This paragraph does not set forth the policy of the state of North Dakota with respect to the abortion, 
and instead solely provides a penalty for the violation of the above sections. As a result, this 
paragraph is not relevant to the compliance review. 
 
 
2. Has NDSU previously sought legal review of the relationship with Planned 

Parenthood for legal compliance? 
 
 
NDSU responded to this question by providing a legal review summary (reproduced below). Based on 
reviewing this summary and the exhibits referenced, while various legal reviews have been 
performed, it appears that there has been no legal review of N.D.C.C. 14-02.3-01, which is the only 
paragraph relevant to the requested compliance review, as discussed above.  
 
 Response to Item No. 4: The C-PREP grant is awarded from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to NDSU. 
A portion of the funds pays a subawardee, Planned Parenthood of Minnesota North Dakota and South Dakota, to provide 
educational services. The grant has gone through a variety of administrative/legal review processes. Preliminarily, it was 
vetted through the normal grant review process at NDSU. As part of that process, it was reviewed by the North Dakota 
Department of Commerce. Please see Exhibit A.  
 
In January of 2013, a State Senator requested that Legislative Council review this grant to determine “if the grant goes 
counter to the intent of HB 1229 from the 2011 session or other sections of North Dakota law.” The opinion from 
Legislative Council was limited to HB 1229, and it found that the grant was not in conflict. Please see Exhibit B.  
 
In January of 2013, there was a question regarding whether NDCC 14-02.3-02 prohibited the C-PREP grant, and the North 
Dakota University System requested a formal Attorney General opinion. The Attorney General issued an opinion that 
NDCC 14-02.3-02 had been found to be illegal in its entirety and did not prohibit the grant. Please see 
https://attorneygeneral.nd.gov/sites/ag/files/Legal-Opinions/2013-L-02.pdf.  
 
As indicated, a variety of entities have reviewed legal issues of the grant under North Dakota law. However, NDSU is 
unaware of any written legal opinion or recommendation specifically considering N.D.C.C. 14-02.3-01. 
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Federal Award Project Period
 Total Funded 

Amount Subaward #
 Subaward 

Amount NDSU

90AK0012-01 9/30/2012 -9/29/2013 297,867        FAR-0020755 196,230       101,637      

90AK0012-02 9/30/2013 -9/29/2014 357,756        FAR-0022223 211,889       145,867      

90AK0012-03 9/30/2014 -9/29/2015 429,837        FAR-0023711 247,033       182,804      

90AK0058-01 9/30/2015 -9/29/2016 250,000        FAR-0025513 171,768       78,232         

90AK0058-02 9/30/2016 -9/29/2017 250,000        FAR-0026968 177,249       72,751         

90AK0058-03 9/30/2017 -9/29/2018 250,000        FAR-0028658 165,629       84,371         

90AK0058-04 9/30/2018 -9/29/2019 250,000        FAR-0030171 139,623       110,377      

90AK0058-05 9/30/2019 -9/29/2020 250,000        FAR-0031858 132,080       117,920      

90AK0058-06 9/30/2020 -9/29/2021 250,000        FAR-0033987 168,054       81,946         

Total 2,585,460     1,609,555   975,905      

Personal Responsibility Education Program (PREP): Making Healthy Choices
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Response to Item No. 4:  The C-PREP grant is awarded from the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services to NDSU.  A portion of the funds pays a subawardee, Planned Parenthood of Minnesota North 

Dakota and South Dakota, to provide educational services.  The grant has gone through a variety of 

administrative/legal review processes.  Preliminarily, it was vetted through the normal grant review 

process at NDSU.  As part of that process, it was reviewed by the North Dakota Department of 

Commerce.  Please see Exhibit A.   

In January of 2013, a State Senator requested that Legislative Council review this grant to determine “if 

the grant goes counter to the intent of HB 1229 from the 2011 session or other sections of North Dakota 

law.”  The opinion from Legislative Council was limited to HB 1229, and it found that the grant was not 

in conflict.  Please see Exhibit B. 

In January of 2013, there was a question regarding whether NDCC 14-02.3-02 prohibited the C-PREP 

grant, and the North Dakota University System requested a formal Attorney General opinion.  The 

Attorney General issued an opinion that NDCC 14-02.3-02 had been found to be illegal in its entirety and 

did not prohibit the grant.  Please see https://attorneygeneral.nd.gov/sites/ag/files/Legal-

Opinions/2013-L-02.pdf.   

As indicated, a variety of entities have reviewed legal issues of the grant under North Dakota law.  

However, NDSU is unaware of any written legal opinion or recommendation specifically considering 

N.D.C.C. 14-02.3-01. 

   

https://attorneygeneral.nd.gov/sites/ag/files/Legal-Opinions/2013-L-02.pdf
https://attorneygeneral.nd.gov/sites/ag/files/Legal-Opinions/2013-L-02.pdf




From: Tim Flakoll
To: kkoppelman@nd.gov; Boehning, Randy G.; Belter, Wesley R; pete.silbernagel@truenorthsteel.com; Lee, Gary A.;

Lee, Judy E.; Wieland, Alon C.; Koppelman, Ben; Beadle, Thomas R.; Berry, Spencer D.;
alcarlson2010@hotmail.com; bbgrande@gmail.com; Grindberg, Tony S.; Thoreson, Blair; tim.flakoll@gmail.com;
Hawken, Kathy K.; Kasper, Jim M.; laura.mcdaniel@ndsu.edu

Subject: House Bill No. 1229
Date: Friday, January 4, 2013 1:08:23 PM

Recently I have read some emails related to a federal grant received by NDSU. 
 
I asked Anita Thomas, the attorney from Legislative Council who handles education issues to
review the grant and
if the grant goes counter to the intent of HB 1229 from the 2011 session or other sections of
North Dakota law.
 
As some of you may remember, HB 1229 was before both the House and Senate Education
committees during the 2011 session.
 
See her response below.
 
Senator Tim Flakoll
Chair, Senate Education Committee

 

From: Thomas, Anita
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 9:21 AM
To: Flakoll, Tim
Subject: House Bill No. 1229 

 

Senator Flakoll:

 

2011 House Bill No. 1229 explicitly stated "each school district and nonpublic school shall
ensure that the portion of its health curriculum which is related to sexual health includes
instruction pertaining to the risks associated with adolescent sexual activity and the social,
psychological, and physical health gains to be realized by abstaining from sexual activity
before and outside of marriage."

 

The legislation required the "inclusion" of the listed topics.  It did not limit a health curriculum
to only those topics. It also did not specify the amount of time or the percentage of the
curriculum that must be devoted to the listed topics.

 

The information you provided on the proposed project, PREP: Making Healthy Choices,

mailto:tim.flakoll@gmail.com
mailto:kkoppelman@nd.gov
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mailto:wbelter@nd.gov
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mailto:tbeadle@nd.gov
mailto:sdberry@nd.gov
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mailto:bbgrande@gmail.com
mailto:tgrindberg@nd.gov
mailto:bthoreson@nd.gov
mailto:tim.flakoll@gmail.com
mailto:khawken@nd.gov
mailto:jkasper@nd.gov
mailto:laura.mcdaniel@ndsu.edu


indicates that youth from high-risk contexts will be recruited to "voluntarily participate in
community-based educational groups." I could find nothing in the material indicating that the
program is intended to be a substitute for a K-12 health curriculum and nothing indicating that
it is a school or school district-based program.

 

From the information you forwarded, it does not appear that there would be a conflict with the
provisions of 2011 House Bill No. 1229. (The bill has been codified as NDCC section 15.1-
21-24.)

 

L. Anita Thomas, J.D., LL.M.

(701) 328-2916 main office

(701) 328-4235 direct line

(701) 226-3143 cell phone

 

tel:%28701%29%20328-2916
tel:%28701%29%20328-4235
tel:%28701%29%20226-3143
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***** CAUTION: This email originated from an outside source. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you know they are safe. ***** 
 
If the committee decides to move amendment .04005 forward, the NDUS asks that you consider an 
amendment to help further narrow the language to Planned Parenthood and minimize the potential 
impact to nursing and other medical programs. 
 
In Sect. 1 (3), please consider adding the words “... an organization for the specific purpose of educating 
adolescents ...” 
 
Tammy 
I’ll gla 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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